YEAR 11 INFORMATION
EVENING
Welcome and introductions: Mrs White
How we will report assessments: Miss Morris
How we promote resilience at Shavington: Mrs Skelding & Mr Morgan

What to expect from Maths: Mr McMeeken
What to expect from English: Mrs Scott
What to expect from Science: Mrs Farr

The Post 16 perspective : South Cheshire College

Achievement
Here at Shavington, your child is an individual and their
achievement and progress is important, whether that is a C, B,
A or A*...
In 2016 All students achieved at least 5 A*- G grade,
50% achieved at least 1 A*-A grade, with two thirds achieving 5
A*- C grades…
We have high aspirations and know that your children have the
potential to reach them...
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Assessment in Year 11
How do we track your child’s progress?
- every 8 weeks approximately – Predicted & Current grades
- we analyse how they are doing, identifying
underachievement and through our Raising Achievement
Plan, put in actions to change this
- 3 times a year, we report to you how your child is
progressing, to ensure you are kept up-to-date

Reporting to Parents
Subject

Class

Teacher

GCSE
Predicted
Grade

Current
Progress

Change from
previous DC

Art

11LIB

Mrs Burton

E

Below

↔

English

11EMM

Miss Morris

6

Excellent

↔

English
Literature

11EMM

Miss Morris

6

Excellent

↔

French

11IAS

Mr Smith

C

Good

↔

Geography

11PER

Mr Rhodes

C

Good

↓

History

11VIS

Mrs Skelding

B

Excellent

↔

Mathematics

11ROM

Mr McMeeken

5

Good

↔

PE

11DUS

Mr Skelding

A

Outstanding

↑

RE

11MAR

Mr Richardson

C

Good

↔

Core Science

11LIF

Mrs Farr

D

Below

↓

Additional
Science

11LIF

Mrs Farr

C

Good

↔

The Reforming of GCSEs
Content

new and more challenging

Structure

all exams at the end of the course

Assessment

mainly by examination, non-exam assessment only when
necessary

Tiering

Foundation and higher tiering only in Maths

Grades

9-1

Changes in English & Maths
- English and Maths are the first subjects to bring in this
change and this will impact your child and the grades they
receive in their summer examinations
- The Government’s definition of ‘good pass’ will be set at a
grade 5
- Grade 4 is still a level 2 achievement and the Government
are not expecting employers, colleges and universities to
raise the bar to a grade 5, if a grade 4 meets their
requirements

Assertive Mentoring
Mr Smith is overseeing this process for your child
He has:
 Assigned all of Year 11 an assertive mentor
He will:
 Ensure that assertive mentor meetings occur in the week(s) that
follows each Data Capture
 Support assertive mentors in liaising with class teachers over
concerns that are raised and will support in the successful
resolution of these
 Monitor the assertive mentoring process and ensure students are
working effectively with their mentors

MOCK Exams and Results day
An important time in your child’s life, the last chance of
an indication of how they will perform in their actual
exams

Results Day 2016
On results day, we are able to give you all of the results for
the subjects your child has taken in school
Any subjects taken elsewhere, will take a little longer to
come in, we can however, provide a letter for your child
to take to college so they know the situation

Dates for the diary...
Date

Activity

3rd November

Parents’ Evening [1]

10th November

Data Capture 1

15th November

Data Capture 1: Review to Parents

21st November – 2nd December

MOCK Exams

15th December

MOCK Results Day

19th January

Data Capture 2

23rd March

Data Capture 3/Parents’ Evening [2]

9th May

Form Tutor Reports to Parents

emorris@shavington.academy

Year 11 Information Evening

SHAVINGTON
ACADEMY
PASTORAL SUPPORT

KEY INDIVIDUALS

• Form Tutors
• Curriculum Leaders
• Mr Morgan – Achievement Leader of
Behaviour & Inclusion Upper School
• Mrs Skelding– Assistant Head Teacher
Behaviour, attendance & inclusion

FORM TUTORS

11DUS – Mr Skelding
11PHS – Mr Sharples
11ERG – Mrs Gallagher
11KIP – Mrs Peirpoint

WORKING TOGETHER TO ENSURE
SUCCESS AND BUILDING RESILIENCE

RESILIENCE
• Building resilience in children and young
people is one of the key principles of good
education, and a necessary requirement in
facilitating personal growth, whilst enabling
children and young people to successfully
navigate life and life challenges.
• Creating ‘well-rounded’ young people with
‘character’, resilience, and ‘grit’ was
recently announced to be one of the key
priorities for the Department for Education.

WHAT IS RESILIENCE?
• Resilience refers to the capacity of an
individual to restore good mental and
emotional health following the onset of
challenging and adverse situations.
• In other words, the ability to attain positive
developmental, emotional and psychological
outcomes despite a number of risk factors
surrounding an individual such as:

• An F for a test.
• Illness.
• Accident.

• Falling out with friends.
• Setbacks.

FAIL
•First
•Attempt
•In
•Learning

WHY IS RESILIENCE IMPORTANT?
• Research has shown that resilience plays a
key role in determining academic outcomes.
• Character and resilience (and better coping
strategies) are crucial not only in improving
academic performance, but also longer term
health outcomes and future employment
prospects.

HOW CAN STUDENTS IMPROVE THEIR
RESILIENCE?
• Careful planning – homework and revision.

• Not being afraid of making mistakes.
• Talking about concerns – teachers and/or parents.
• Attending extra-curricular sessions.

SUPPORT THAT MAY BE OFFERED

Detention
Revision
Classes

ExtraCurricular
Action
Support

Punishment, given for 3s or other misconducts also
missed HWK/deadlines
Can be break, lunch after-school.

For all students, revising key
topics…
All enrichment, clubs, team competitions…

Personalised action to support underachievement

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT AVAILABLE TO YR11
PUPILS

• Mentoring by the Form Tutor & Head of Key Stage.
• Assertive Mentoring from September 2016.
• Class room teacher action support at data capture
points.
• Pastoral Manager – Mentoring and group support
to promote resilience.

COFFEE MORNINGS/AFTERNOON TEA
• It is intended to hold coffee mornings throughout
the year.
• This will give opportunities for parents to meet Mrs
Skelding, Mr Morgan and Miss Venables in a more
informal setting to discuss identified issues.
• Parents will be informed of the date of the first
meeting in due course.

SUPPORT BOOK
• Shavington Academy can order a book entitled
“GCSEs – What can a parent do?”
• The book costs £3 and has 101 tips to ensure
success.
• Please complete the form at the back of the hall if
you are interested in purchasing a copy.

FINALLY STAYING SAFE
Safeguarding Leads in school
Safeguarding lead
Mrs Victoria Skelding

Deputy Safeguarding lead
Mr Iain Smith

AQA Maths GCSE
GCSE in Mathematics
This specification offers a traditional linear
route to GCSE Mathematics and
comprises three
terminal examination papers taken in
June 2017.
There is no coursework to be completed.

EXAMINATION
Three Terminal Examination papers
• Each out of 100 and each contributing
overall final mark.
• All papers are 1 hour & 30 minutes

1
33 %
3

Foundation tier (1 to 5) or Higher tier (4 to 9)
• Paper 1 – Non-calculator (25th May 2017)
• Paper 2 – Calculator (8th June 2017)
• Paper 3 – Calculator (13th of June 2017)

to the

ASSESSMENT FOCUS
Students will also be assessed on their Quality of Written Communication
i.e. their ability to:
• write legibly, with accurate use of spelling, grammar and
punctuation in order to make the meaning clear

• select and use a form and style of writing appropriate to
purpose and to complex subject matter
• organise relevant information clearly and coherently, using
specialist vocabulary when appropriate.

ASSESSMENT FOCUS

A major focus of the new assessment is to apply mathematical
content to problems flexibly.

CHANGES TO THE CONTENT IN
BOTH TIERS
A level topics have been
introduced into the higher tier
paper
• Expand products of more than two
binomials
• Inverse and composite functions
• Turning points of graphs (calculus)
• Area under a graph (calculus)

• Conditional probabilities through
Venn diagrams

Higher tier topics have moved been
added to the foundation tier.
• Negative and zero powers
• Standard form
• Factorising quadratics

• Tree diagrams
• Density
• Length of arcs and sectors
• Trigonometry

These are not an exhaustive lists

FOUNDATION OR HIGHER?
• Tier decisions have not been finalised at this point
• The decision of selecting the best tier for each students is
based upon the mock examinations
• If we are concerned that a student will struggle to achieve
their potential on the higher tier paper, we will enter them
for the foundation tier.
• Please be aware that the level of challenge in both the
higher and foundation tier papers have increase
significantly
• This means that more students will be entered for the
foundation tier, compared to previous years.

INCREASED LEVEL OF CHALLENGE

This question was taken from the first page of a higher tier
paper

INCREASED LEVEL OF CHALLENGE

This question was taken from a foundation
paper

INCREASED LEVEL OF CHALLENGE

This question was taken from a foundation paper

MOCK EXAM AND QUESTION
ANALYSIS

• Year 11 students will undertake mock examinations
this year.
• Mock examinations are analysed by each question
to identify areas for development for each student.
• The results are also used to identify students who
require additional support.

• IT IS VITAL THAT STUDENTS TAKE THESE MOCKS
SERIOUSLY.

REVISION THAT CAN BE CARRIED
OUT AT HOME.
• In order to ensure that students are on target and on
the correct course, assessments will be carried out
approximately every 3 weeks and detailed areas for
development will be provided.
• Websites that students can use to support their revision
include,
• Mr Barton Maths, JustMaths, Mathed Up

JUST MATHS
• Super Sixty – this is a list of topics that have been
identified as key
• For every topic on this list there are videos and exam
questions for students to practise
• All students have the same login for this website
Username: ShavingtonStudent
Password: Shavington
Copies of the website and login details are available
at the back of the hall

WHO TO CONTACT IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS?
In the first instance please speak to your
child’s
Maths Teacher
Mr McMeeken – Achievement Leader of
Mathematics
rmcmeeken@shavington.academy

Summer 2017
English
Language

English
Literature

Exam board:
AQA

The main changes:
• No controlled assessment, 100% exam,
• No higher or foundation tier – everyone sits the
same paper,
• More marks for SPAG on literature papers,
• Texts cannot be taken into the Literature exams,
• Your child will receive a numerical grade (9-1) for
their GCSE grade,
• Greater emphasis on pre-Twentieth Century texts
in both Language and Literature,
• All pupils to sit both Language and Literature.

GCSE overview:
Exam Paper:

What to expect:

English Language Paper 1:
Creative reading and writing

Section A: Analysing a 20/21st century
prose fiction text. (Language/structure)

 Studied
English language Paper 2:
Writers’ viewpoints and perspectives



To be studied
after Christmas

English Literature Paper 1:
Shakespeare and 19th Century novel
 Studied
English Literature Paper 2:
Modern texts and poetry To be studied
this HT



Studied

When you will sit the exam:
Tuesday 6th June – (9am)
1 hour 45 mins

Section B: Using an image stimulus to
write a description/opening to a story.
Section A: Studying two non-fiction texts
from 19th and either 20/21st century.
(Comparison)

Monday 12th June (9am)
1 hour 45 mins

Section B: Write the content of a nonfiction text (article, letter, speech etc.)
Section A: Analysis of a key scene from
Romeo and Juliet, linking it to the whole
context of the play.
Section B: Analysis of a key scene from
Jekyll and Hyde or A Christmas Carol,
linking it to elsewhere in the novel.
Section A: Analysis of An Inspector Calls
play – choice of two questions you answer
one.
Section B/C: Comparison of two poems,
analysis of an unseen poem, comparison of
two unseen poems.

Monday 22nd May (9am)
1 hour 45 mins

Friday 26th May (9am)
2 hours 15 mins

Overview for year 11:
Term

Topic

Autumn 1

An Inspector Calls play

Autumn 2

English Language Paper 2, Section A

Spring 1

English Language Paper 2, Section B, Nonfiction writing

Spring 2

Recap of Literature Paper 1 skills – R&J,
JH & ACC

Summer 1

Poetry anthology & unseen poems

Summer 2

EXAMS!

There is no lesson time dedicated to the recapping of English Language Paper 1, and R&J, JH & ACC will not be
revisited until nearer the exam, therefore it is crucial that your child is revising at home from now!

What does revision look like:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ask for example questions to answer at home/model answers to annotate;
Revisit the notes in their exercise books from last year;
Make checklists of success criteria for each exam paper question;
Mind map key themes, characters, quotes;
Create visual reminders of the different texts studied– posters, key cards, drawings etc.;
Complete one task each week from the half term homework takeaway sheet;
Use the internet to access clips and revision resources – GCSE Bitesize has some
excellent stuff!
• With four exams to sit, revision must start now!

Takeaway Menu:
An Inspector
Calls

Rating

Commander

Inspector

Homework
Each week you must
choose one takeaway
item for homework.
The rating suggests
the difficulty of the
task, or the challenge
it might offer. You
cannot choose all the
same rank of task
every week. Try at
least one ‘Commander’
task during the half
term!

Sergeant

Constable

Crime

Investigation

Follow up

Charge

Court

Analyse the
Inspector’s final
speech, what language
does Priestley use and
what effect does it
have on the audience?

To what extent do you
agree that Mr and Mrs
Birling are responsible for
their children’s behaviour?
Write a page of A4.

Write a PEE paragraph
response explaining who
you believe is the most
responsible for Eva
Smith’s death.

Write a PEE response
analysing how the
opening stage directions
prepare the audience
for the rest of the
play.

Write the script for
an alternative ending
and explain the
decisions you have
made.

What structural
devices does Priestley
use throughout the
play and what’s the
effect of these?

Create a character profile
for one of the characters
in the play, using
quotations to show how
their character starts,
develops and ends.

Write one side of A4
explaining what is meant
by ‘Inspector Goole being
Priestley's mouthpiece’.

Create a newspaper
article exposing the
Birling family as being
responsible for the
death of Eva Smith.

Write a review of the
BBC’s adaptation of
AIC.

Write a summary of
the events from each
act.

Create a mind map of key
themes explored
throughout the play, with
supporting quotations.

How would an audience in
1945 have reacted
differently to a modern
day audience?
Write a paragraph.

Write a paragraph
explaining why Priestley
wrote the play.

Design a poster
advertising a new
production of AIC.

Research 10 facts
about J. B. Priestley.

Create a visual timeline of
social-historical events
surrounding AIC.

Answer the research
based questions
supporting your
understanding of life in
1912.

Write a paragraph
explaining the
importance of stage
directions and what they
can reveal about a
character.

Draw and label your
impression of one of
the characters from
the play.

What support will be available?
• Revision classes – they will run on a Monday after school; this half
term’s focus will be poetry. Your child must sign up in order to attend.
The first class will begin Monday 12th September.
• Action support – if your child’s teacher feels that your child is at risk
of underachievement and would benefit from some extra support
then they will arrange this with your child – this support could be
over a lunchtime or afterschool.

Your child must take responsibility for their own learning!

Mock exam preparation:
English Literature, Paper 2 w/c Monday 21st November.
In preparation for this mock exam your child will have to revise:
• AIC (which you will be studying this half term)
• 15 poems from the anthology – looking at which ones you could compare
• Practice questions for the unseen section of the exam
Your child will be expected to resit the mock exam if their English teacher is
concerned with their efforts.
A second mock exam will be arranged for April.

How can you help?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Follow @Shav_English on Twitter,
GCSE Bitesize website,
Spark notes,
Purchase of revision guides (text-specific),
Payment for Theatre in Education performances;
Promoting and rewarding reading – a range (including non-fiction),
Encourage your child to keep a scrap book of the non-fiction texts that
they have read – picking out key features (inc. genre, audience, purpose
etc.),
Equip your child with a set of highlighters,
Reassure your child that they are capable of achieving great things!

Recommended reading
• Jane Eyre, Charlotte Bronte
• Wuthering Heights, Emily Bronte
• Heroes, Robert Cormier
• Great Expectations, Charles Dickens
• Paper Towns, John Green
• To Kill a Mockingbird, Harper Lee
• The Catcher in the Rye, J.D. Salinger
• The Lovely Bones, Alice Sebold
• Jasper Jones, Craig Silvey
• The Book Thief, Marcus Zusack

Contact
Year 11 team:
Miss Morris emorris@shavington.academy
Mrs Pierpoint kpierpoint@shavington.academy
Miss Robison erobinson@shavington.academy
Mrs Scott lscott@shavington.academy
Mrs White cwhite@shavington.academy

SCIENCE
MRS FARR

Examinations: 75% of each GCSE

ASSESSMENT

• Each examination counts for 25% of the GCSE.
• 60 minutes.
• Higher A*-D, Foundation C-G.
Controlled assessment: 25% of each GCSE
• Comprises of two examinations based on experimental work.
• Best controlled assessment is submitted for each GCSE.
• Opportunity to complete a further controlled assessment.

TRIPLE AWARD
Course Name

Course
Code

Exams

Biology

4401

Biology 1, 2 and 3.

Chemistry

4402

Chemistry 1, 2 and 3.

Physics

4403

Physics 1, 2 and 3.

CORE AND ADDITIONAL
Course Name

Core Science
Additional
Science

Course

Code
4405
4408

Exams

Biology 1, Chemistry 1,
Physics 1.
Biology 2, Chemistry 2,
Physics 2.

Examination

Date

Biology 1

16th May pm

Biology 2 & Biology 3

9th June am

Chemistry 1

18th May am

Chemistry 2 & Chemistry 3

14th June am

Physics 1

24th May pm

Physics 2 & Physics 3

16th June am

TRIPLE SCIENCES
Biology 3

Chemistry 3

Exchange of materials

The periodic table

Transporting substances Water
Keeping internal
conditions constant
Energy calculations
How humans can affect
the environment
Analysis and synthesis
Organic Chemistry

Physics 3
Medical applications of
physics
Using physics to make
things work
Using magnetic fields
to keep things moving

ADDITIONAL SCIENCE
Biology 2
Cells, tissues and
organisms.
Organisms and their
environment
Enzymes
Energy from respiration
Simple inheritance in
animals and plants
Old and new species

Chemistry 2

Physics 2

Structure and bonding

Motion

Stucture and properties Forces
Work, energy and
How much?
momentum
Rates and energy

Current electricity

Salts and electrolytes

Mains electricity
Radioactivity
Energy from the nucleus.

ADDITIONAL SCIENCE
• Working through the course at a good pace to
ensure completion for May half term.
• Regular past examination questions in lessons, and
set as homework, to improve examination and
revision techniques.
• Regular end of topic tests to track progress.
• Full mock examinations.

CORE SCIENCE
• Some pupils took Core Science at the end of Year
10 to take some pressure off Year 11 and now will
only take 3 exams rather than 6.
• Pupils can concentrate on the Additional Science
examinations.
• Opportunity to retake. Consider grades required
for college courses.
• If retaking, or taking for the first time this year, a
new piece of core coursework will need to be
completed. All completed in school time.

Triple Science
• Biology: Mrs Wright
• Chemistry: Mr Schofield
• Physics: Mrs Farr

TEACHING GROUPS

Additional Science
• 11LIF/Sc: Mrs Farr (Biology and Physics) & Mr Shropshire
(Chemistry)
• 11 PES/Sc: Mr Schofield (Chemistry and Physics) & Miss Foster
(Biology)
• 11 JOS/Sc: Mr Shropshire (Biology, Chemistry and Physics)

SUPPORT
• Wednesday revision sessions after school are available
for all pupils to consolidate and extend their learning,
improve controlled assessment skills, or prepare for
examinations.
• Pupils underachieving/needing extra support will be
invited to action support sessions with Mrs Farr or Miss
Foster, parent contact will be made as needed
• Personal revision folders issued to all pupils – past
papers, mark schemes, revision materials, syllabus.

FURTHER SUPPORT
• School Sharepoint Science Area: Powerpoints, revision materials.
https://shavingtoncheshiresch.sharepoint.com/sites/students/Science/Forms/AllIte
ms.aspx
• BBC Bitesize site: http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/science/aqa/
• AQA past papers and mark schemes at: http://www.aqa.org.uk/examsadministration/exams-guidance/find-past-papers-and-mark-schemes
• Gojimo: Free revision app – quizzes and content. http://www.gojimo.com/freerevision-app-exam-revision-help/student-home/
• Clips of all units of the course are at:
http://www.youtube.com/user/myGCSEscience
• Revision guides endorsed by AQA: £7.00 through OUP or school price of £3.50.
Letters and revision guides available tonight at the back of the hall.

